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4 Modular Forms
1 Abstract
Melham [10] conjectures 21 identities, all of which are analogous to Jacobi’s two-square theorem.
Melham mentions that a small number of these have already been proved in various ways by Hirschhorn
[5], Sun [13], and Dickson [3] (combined with work from Adiga, Cooper, and Han [1]). In this paper
we offer a straightforward method to proving all of them.
2 Introduction
Fermat’s two-square theorem says an odd prime, p, can be expressed as the sum of two squares if and
only if p is congruent to 1 modulo 4. Jacobi expanded on this with Jacobi’s two-square theorem, which
tells us the number of distinct ways we can represent such a prime as the sum of two squares. Jacobi’s
theorem tells us the number of ways is four times the difference between the number of divisors of p
congruent to 1 and the number of divisors congruent to 3 modulo 4 [6]. Instead of sums of squares,
Melham’s identities give the number of representations of a number (not just a prime) as the sum of


















the generating functions of the triangular, pentagonal, and heptagonal numbers. Melham’s identities
(equations (6) to (25), which we refer to using the same numbers for simplicity, in his original paper
[10]) are all of the form
Gk(q
α)Gk(q
β) = an explicit q-series













The method we shall use relies on the theory of modular forms. We provide a brief description
here, but for a more thorough reading, the reader should look to such sources as [2], [9], [11]. Other
authors have attempted to prove these identities with alternative methods, from straight forward
q-series manipulations to utilising binary quadratic forms. Alas, while some have been proven (the
author believes around 6), the methods used have not been broad or powerful enough to prove more
than a few. Our method is to show (in Section 3) that the LHS (raised to an even power) of each
identity is a type of theta function, a modular form over a certain congruence subgroup. We then
show in Section 4 that the RHS (raised to the same even power) is also a modular form for the same
weight over this subgroup, by showing that it can be written in terms of the Weierstrass zeta function.
It is then a simple case of checking a small number of coefficients to show that each identity satisfies
Sturm’s bound (described further in Section 7), and thus that both sides must be equivalent up to a
constant, which we will show is 1.






where Γ(N) is called the principal congruence subgroup. The smallest such N is the level of Γ. Three































































where ∗ represents any number. All three groups have level N . Now define H to be the complex upper





∈ SL2(R), and for a complex function f , define






A function f is a modular form of weight k, with k a positive integer, over a congruence subgroup Γ
if f is holomorphic on H, f |γ remains bounded as =(z)→∞ for any γ ∈ SL2(Z), and verifies, for all
γ ∈ Γ,
f |γ = f.
3 The LHS as Theta Functions
We begin this section by defining a lattice in Rn as done in [8, p. 149]. A lattice in Rn is a subgroup
of Rn of the form
Γ = Zv1 + Zv2 + · · ·+ Zvn,
where {v1, v2, . . . , vn} is a linearly independent set of vectors in Rn. Take the inner product of two
elements to be the normal dot product, and denote the inner product of an element x with itself as x2.
An integral lattice is a lattice where the inner product of any two elements in the lattice is integral.
An even lattice is an integral lattice where the inner product of an element with itself (or norm) is
always even. The dual lattice, denoted Λ∗, of a lattice Λ, is the lattice of vectors having integral inner
products with all the elements of Λ. Define the discriminant of a lattice to be disc(Λ) = |Λ∗/Λ|.
Finally, the level of a lattice Λ is the minimum N ∈ N with Nx2 even for all x ∈ Λ∗ [4, p. 91].
Ebeling [4, p. 86] defines a generalised theta function for a lattice Λ ⊂ Rn, a point z ∈ Rn, the












We have no need to discuss spherical polynomials, for our matters it is sufficient to state that the
constant polynomial P (x) = 1 is spherical, of degree 0. We take P (x) = 1 from here on, and will drop
it from our notation.






Then for odd d > 0, c 6= 0,














Proof. The proof of this is Corollary 3.1 combined with the remarks before Theorem 3.2 of [4, pp. 92-
94].
Now, as ρ ∈ Λ∗, ρ2 ∈ Q. Let ρ2 = uv , with gcd(u, v) = 1. We have
ϑ2vρ+Λ|A = e2piiabuϑ2vaρ+Λ = ϑ2vaρ+Λ.
We now take n = 2, and consider lattices in R2.

























































































∈ Γ0(N) we can see that a must be odd. Now, ρ2 = α+β2 , hence ϑρ+Λ(τ)2v is a weight
















































is a modular form for Γ′ as well.
7 Modular Forms










































Again, it is easy to see that ρ+ Λ = aρ+ Λ whenever a ≡ 1 (mod 6). When a ≡ −1 (mod 6) we see
aρ+ Λ = −(ρ+ Λ), but as we are taking the norm of each shifted lattice point this is acceptable also.





∈ Γ0(N) we can see that a must be odd and coprime
to 3.
Now, ρ2 = −α+β6 , hence ϑρ+Λ(τ)2v is a weight 2v modular form for the congruence subgroup





∈ Γ0(N) : a ≡ ±1 (mod 6)} where
v =

1 α+ β ≡ 0 (mod 6)
6 α+ β ≡ ±1 (mod 6)
3 α+ β ≡ ±2 (mod 6)
















































is a modular form for Γ′′ as well.

















































∈ Γ0(N) we can see that a must be odd.
Now, ρ2 = α+β10 , hence ϑρ+Λ(τ)
2v is a weight 2v modular form for the congruence subgroup





∈ Γ0(N) : a ≡ 1 (mod 10)} where
v =

1 α+ β ≡ 0 (mod 10)
10 α+ β ≡ ±1 (mod 10)
5 α+ β ≡ ±2 (mod 10)
10 α+ β ≡ ±3 (mod 10)
5 α+ β ≡ ±4 (mod 10)








































∩ Γ0(2) ∩ Γ1(10).
4 The RHS as the Weierstrass Zeta Function
The Weierstrass zeta function is a function that naturally leads to an Eisenstein series of weight 1 [2,


















for a 2 dimensional lattice Λ := ω1Z⊕ω2Z, and z ∈ C. This function is not quite periodic, but rather
with each step along the lattice increases by a lattice constant, η1(Λ) or η2(Λ), defined by:
η1(Λ) := ZΛ(z + ω1)− ZΛ(z) and η2(Λ) := ZΛ(z + ω2)− ZΛ(z).





> 0 then these lattice constants satisfy the
Legendre relation,
η2(Λ)ω1 − η1(Λ)ω2 = 2pii.
We can thus define a periodic function, Z∗Λτ , for u, v ∈ R, and Λτ := Z+ τZ, as follows,
Z∗Λτ (uτ + v) := ZΛτ (uτ + v)− uη1(Λτ )− vη2(Λτ ).
9 Modular Forms
For some scalar m, and writing Z(z | ω1, ω2) := ZΛ(z) as is common, we see




































Z(z | ω1, ω2).
Applying this to Z(z | 1, τ) = ZΛτ (z) transformed by a matrix in SL2(Z) we find
Z
(
z | 1, aτ + b
cτ + d
)
= (cτ + d)Z(z(cτ + d) | cτ + d, aτ + b)






























| 1, aτ + b
cτ + d
)




(s(cτ + d) + r(aτ + b)) | 1, τ
)
= (cτ + d)far+cs,br+ds(τ).
Diamond and Shurman [2, p. 138] further state that the Weierstrass zeta function, with q := e2piiτ ,
can be expressed as
ZΛτ (z) = η2(Λτ )z − pii
1 + e2piiz





















− aη1(Λτ ) + bη2(Λτ )
N
which we call an Eisenstein series of weight 1.
4.1 Ea,b,N when a 6≡ 0 (mod N)
If we have a 6≡ 0(N) we can expand the denominators, so we take 0 < a < N and using the fact that
e2piiz = e2pii(
aτ+b






N ζbN (with ζN := e
2pii












− pii1 + q
a
N ζbN














1− q− aN ζ−bN qn
]









































































































] := Ea,b,N (τ).






SL2(Z). Then by our earlier result involving the transformation of fr,s(τ),
Eα,β,N |M = Eaα+cβ,bα+dβ,N .
The first two indices can be reduced modulo N , hence we see that Ea,b,N remains invariant under
transformation by Γ(N).
4.2 Ea,b,N when a ≡ 0 (mod N)






− pii1 + q
a
N ζbN














1− q− aN ζ−bN qn
]
− aη1(Λ) + bη2(Λ)
N
we have a = tN , with t ∈ Z. We consider t = 0, i.e. a = 0, and notice that the result will hold for








































































































4.3 Defining Fa,c,N for a, c 6≡ 0(N)











































































































































So if we pick c such that N - c, the sum on the left disappears, and we have

















For simplicity we define



























































then this is 0.
12 Modular Forms
5 The Identities
In this section we use what we have covered in the previous sections to rearrange the identities
conjectured by Melham to find equivalent identities which can then be easily proven.
5.1 Triangular Numbers
5.1.1 Identity (6)













































































While it may be desirable to include all of Melham’s original identities here, the author would like to
stress that some of them are very long, and adding them would increase the length of this work by










for each of the identities instead, simplifying and shortening. We note by our earlier result that∑
0<c<20
c≡3 (4)
F ∗5,c,20 = F
∗
1,3,4 = K1,3,4 −K3,1,4 = 0.
Hence
F ∗5,3,20 + F
∗
5,7,20 = −F ∗5,11,20 − F ∗5,19,20
as
F ∗5,15,20 = 0.













































Here we have used the fact that














frequently. To deal with these we use a small lemma.
Lemma 5.1. For α, β, p ∈ N, α < β, and N = βp, (β, p) = 1, p an odd prime, and let γ ≡ β−1
































































= p− 1. Since k 7→ α+ kβ is a bijection modulo p, letting n = α+ kβ, we


















































p p ≡ 3 (mod 4)
for p an odd prime. We can therefore conclude with the statement of the lemma.









































































Raising both sides to the power of 2, as α+ β = 1 + 5 = 6 is even, we see the LHS is a modular form
for the congruence subgroup Γ0 (10)∩Γ0(2), as detailed before in section 3. Thus we aim to show that











is also a modular form for this subgroup. We will see to this matter in the next section, but first we
have the other identities to transform into a similar form.
5.1.2 Identity (7)































































































F ∗3,7,24 + F
∗
9,5,24 = −F ∗3,15,24 − F ∗3,23,24 − F ∗9,13,24 − F ∗9,21,24.
Noticing that F ∗3,15,24 + F ∗9,21,24 = 0, we have
F ∗3,7,24 + F
∗
9,5,24 = −F ∗3,23,24 − F ∗9,13,24























































































ζ9b24E3,b,24 − ζ21b24 E15,b,24
)















ζ9b24E3,b,24 − ζ21b24 E15,b,24
)














ζ9b24E3,b,24 − ζ21b24 E15,b,24
))4
is also a modular form for this subgroup. As all the following identities transform in a similar way,
the details have mostly been suppressed from here on.
5.1.3 Identity (8)










































ζ21b24 E9,b,24 − ζ9b24E21,b,24
)
.









ζ21b24 E9,b,24 − ζ9b24E21,b,24
))4
is modular for Γ0 (12) ∩ Γ0(2).
5.1.4 Identity (9)












































ζ5b40E5,b,40 − ζ25b40 E25,b,40
)
.









ζ5b40E5,b,40 − ζ25b40 E25,b,40
))4
is modular for Γ0 (20) ∩ Γ0(2).
5.1.5 Identity (10)
























































































































This identity is slightly resistant to our previous method, and requires a little more effort. Recalling
that Ka,c,N −K−a,−c,N = − 12piiNFa,c,N , we also define F ∗a,c,N := − 12piiNFa,c,N . As before, we expand







−K11,5,88 −K11,37,88 −K11,45,88 −K11,53,88 −K11,69,88
−K77,3,88 −K77,11,88 −K77,27,88 −K77,59,88 −K77,67,88 −K77,75,88
+K33,15,88 +K33,23,88 +K33,31,88 +K33,47,88 +K33,71,88
+K55,1,88 +K55,9,88 +K55,25,88 +K55,33,88 +K55,49,88 +K55,81,88
)
.
Now, noting that we can write −K−a,−c,N = F ∗a,c,N −Ka,c,N , and also Ka,c,N = F ∗a,c,N +K−a,−c,N we







11) = −K11,5,88 −K11,37,88 −K11,45,88 −K11,53,88 −K11,69,88
+(F ∗11,85,88 −K11,85,88) + (F ∗11,77,88 −K11,77,88) + (F ∗11,61,88 −K11,61,88) + (F ∗11,29,88 −K11,29,88)
+(F ∗11,21,88 −K11,21,88) + (F ∗11,13,88 −K11,13,88)
+(F ∗33,15,88 +K55,73,88) + (F
∗
33,23,88 +K55,65,88) + (F
∗




+K55,1,88 +K55,9,88 +K55,25,88 +K55,33,88 +K55,49,88 +K55,81,88
18 Modular Forms




















−K11,5,88 −K11,13,88 −K11,21,88 −K11,29,88 −K11,37,88 −K11,45,88 −K11,53,88 −K11,61,88
−K11,69,88 −K11,77,88 −K11,85,88
+K55,1,88 +K55,9,88 +K55,17,88 +K55,25,88 +K55,33,88 +K55,41,88 +K55,49,88 +K55,57,88
+K55,65,88 +K55,73,88 +K55,81,88





































































































































































































































































































































ζ29b232E29,b,232 − ζ145b232 E145,b,232
))4
5.1.11 Identity (16)


























































































































































































































+F ∗35,53,120 + F
∗
35,77,120
+F ∗65,23,120 + F
∗
65,47,120
















ζ105b120 E25,b,120 − ζ45b120E85,b,120 + ζ105b120 E65,b,120 − ζ45b120E5,b,120
))12
,
recalling that our exponent comes from the requirement in section 3 for the LHS to be a modular form
on the desired subgroup.
5.2.3 Identity (19)







F ∗5,7,120 + F
∗
5,103,120
+F ∗25,11,120 + F
∗
25,59,120
+F ∗65,19,120 + F
∗
65,91,120





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Our final identity, and the only one involving the heptagonal numbers, requires us to use the approach






















































































































































































ζ111b120 E21,b,120 − ζ51b120E81,b,120 + ζ39b120E69,b,120 − ζ99b120E9,b,120
+ζ63b120E117,b,120 − ζ3b120E57,b,120 + ζ87b120E93,b,120 − ζ27b120E33,b,120
))20
.
6 Identities Under Transformation by the Congruence Subgroup
For all our identities we have already shown that the LHS (as a theta function) raised to some even







further intersected with Γ1(10) for the heptagonal case. As we have also seen, the RHS of each
identity is an Eisenstein series, and is therefore modular with respect to Γ(N), where thankfully the
N of the LHS is equal to the N of the RHS. In order to reduce the amount of coefficients needed to
be calculated, we would like to show that the RHS (raised to the same even power as the LHS), is
also modular for Γ′. As the RHS is already modular for Γ(N), we only need to consider elements in






















, . . .
where the Cj continue to include all cj necessary to generate (Z/NZ)∗ (noticing we have already











for some integer v, with the second sum running over the pairs (ki, ai), i = 1, 2, . . .. For our triangular
identities, there are either 1 or 2 pairs, for our pentagonal, 2 or 4 pairs. For the single heptagonal
identity, there are 8 pairs.
25 Modular Forms
6.1 Invariance Under Transformation by Matrix A
We begin this section with the following lemma.



















































































0 kg 6≡ 0 (mod Np )
N
p kg ≡ 0 (mod Np ).
Clearly, gcd(k,M) = 1. Hence for some t ∈ Z,
kg ≡ 0 (mod N
p





t ⇐⇒ kp = Mt ⇐⇒ M | p.





























p p ≡ 3 (mod 4),
which completes the proof.
To show that H(τ) is invariant under the matrix A, we recall that the Ea,b,N is an Eisenstein




N := Eα,β,N (τ)
so that sj(α, β,N) is the q
j
N coefficient of Eα,β,N (τ). We also spot


























































































ζkiβN sj(ai, β,N) = 0
unless sj(ai, β,N) has a ζ
mβ
N term with (m+ ki, N) =
N
p := γ, hence we need,
m = −ki + diγ
with di 6≡ 0 modulo p. As, for j > 0,



















We have j = ±(ai + lN)m for some l ∈ Z, hence j ≡ ±aim (mod N). We note that for all our
identities p | ai, hence j ≡ ±aim ≡ ±ai(−ki + diγ) ≡ ±aiki (mod N).
For triangular identities of the form that have just one pair of (ai, ki), we notice that aiki ≡ N4
modulo N . Hence ζ2jN = ±1 for all j of non vanishing terms. These identities were raised to the power
of 2, hence H|A = H.
For triangular identities that have two pairs of (ai, ki), we see that aiki ≡ N8 or ±3N8 modulo N .
Hence ζ2jN = ±i for all j of non vanishing terms. These identities were raised to the power of 4, hence
H|A = H.
For pentagonal identities that have two pairs of (ai, ki), we see that aiki ≡ 3N4 (identity (17)) or
5N
12 (identities (20, 23)) modulo N . Hence for identity (17) ζ
2j
N = −1, and for the others, ζ2jN = ζ56 for
all j of non vanishing terms. Identity (17) was raised to the power of 2, and identities (20) and (23)
were raised to the power of 6, hence in both cases H|A = H.
For pentagonal identities that have four pairs of (ai, ki), we see that aiki ≡ 7N8 or 3N8 (identities






24 (identities (21, 22, 24, 25)) modulo N . Hence for identity (18, 19)
ζ2jN = −i, and for the others, ζ2jN = ζ12, ζ1112 , or ζ512 for all j of non vanishing terms. All of these
identities were raised to the power of 12, hence in both cases H|A = H.
For the one heptagonal identity we have aiki ≡ 51 ≡ 17N40 for all 8 pairs. Thus ζ2jN = ζ1720 , and as
the identity is raised to the power of 20, H|A = H.
27 Modular Forms
6.2 Invariance Under Transformation by Matrix B

























because B = B−11 B2B1. If H|B1 remains fixed under transformation by B2, then H will be fixed by


























































































































































































































We aim to show G = 0 whenever r is odd. Suppose first that p ≡ 1 (mod 4), then, as we always have











































































































For identities that have p ≡ 1 (mod 4), we note that for odd i, ki − ki+1 ≡ ai − ai+1 ≡ N2 modulo
N . Thus G vanishes when r is odd, as s and rs must share the same parity.
For identities that have p ≡ 3 (mod 4), we are not as restricted, we can have either (for odd i)
ki − ki+1 ≡ ai − ai+1 ≡ N2 or ki + ki+1 ≡ ai + ai+1 ≡ N2 modulo N . For all of these identities we have
this requirement, hence G vanishes for odd r, as required.
6.3 Invariance Under Transformation by Matrices Cj









































This will be equal to H if c acts on the pairs (ki, ai), by multiplication modulo N , by mapping each
to ±(kj , aj), with j = 1, 2, . . . and so on. To see this we consider the effect of one mapping. We allow
for each (ki, ai) to be mapped to either itself, its negative, a different (kj , aj), or the negative of that.
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If (ki, ai) is mapped to itself or (kj , aj), there are no issues. If it is mapped to the negative of one of



































If p ≡ 3 (mod 4) then the negatives cancel, and we are done. If however p ≡ 1 (mod 4), we need to
have either all the pairs (ki, ai) map to negatives, or for each pair that maps to a negative match to
a pair (kj , aj) where j has a different parity than i, which will be accounted for by the (−1)i+1 term.









ζ9b24E3,b,24 − ζ21b24 E15,b,24
))4
.
A set of generators for (Z/24Z)∗ is 5, 7, 23. Of course 23 ≡ −1 is trivial, so we focus first on 5. We get
5 · (k1, a1) = 5 · (9, 3) = (21, 15) ≡ (k2, a2) modulo 24, and 5 · (k2, a2) = 5 · (21, 15) ≡ (9, 3) ≡ (k1, a1)







ζ21b24 E15,b,24 − ζ9b24E3,b,24
))4
= H.
Similarly, for 7 we find 7 · (k1, a1) ≡ −(k1, a1) modulo 24, and 7 · (k2, a2) ≡ −(k2, a2) modulo 24. So




















ζ9b24E3,b,24 − ζ21b24 E15,b,24
))4
= H.
This is shown in the tables below. Listed is the identity number, the value of N , a list of the ci
required, and the values of the pairs (ki, ai). The table then shows how the ci permute the pairs. All
permutations are in fact involutions, and we denote the fact that ci swaps (ki, ai) to (kj , aj) as simply
(i, j), whereas if ci takes (ki, ai) to −(kj , aj) and (kj , aj) to −(ki, ai), we write (i,−j). If (ki, ai) maps
to itself, or to −(ki, ai), we write (i), or (−i), respectively. Of course, −1 just takes the pair (ki, ai)
to −(ki, ai).
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Identities with 2 pairs of (ki, ai)








c1 acts c2 acts
7






































































































For the three identities (6, 11, 14), that have just a single pair, it is easy to find a set of generators
that for example, maps the pair to its negative. For the single heptagonal identity, we need to avoid
matrices with first entry congruent to ±3 modulo 10. So, as N = 120 we take c0 = 119, c1 = 11,
c2 = 19, and c3 = 29. As before, c0 is immediate. We see that c1 takes (k1, a1) to −(k4, a4) and vice
versa, (k2, a2) to −(k3, a3) and vice versa, (k5, a5) to −(k8, a8) and vice versa, and (k6, a6) to −(k7, a7)
and vice versa. The value 19 swaps the pair with index 1 with the negative of the pair with index 2,
3 with −4, 5 with −6, 7 with −8. Finally, 29 swaps 1 and 4, 2 and 3, 5 and 8, 6 and 7.




k. We define ord(f) to be the smallest such n that αn 6= 0. We first state a
simplified version of Sturm’s bound [12].
Theorem 7.1. Define Γ := SL2(Z), and let f, g be modular forms on Γ′ ⊇ Γ(N) of weight k, a
positive integer. Suppose ord(f − g) > k[Γ:Γ′]12 . Then f = g.
In other words, Sturm’s bound says that given two modular forms over the same congruence
subgroup and of the same weight, then they are equivalent if their q-expansions agree up to the q
kM
12






























( k 1 a 1)
( k 2 a 2)
( k 3 a 3)



































































































































































































































∩ Γ0(2) ∩ Γ1(10).
We have now shown that each side of our transformed identities are modular of weight 2v for Γ′′ =
Γ′/Γ(N). We can now apply Sturm’s bound. We have [2, p. 14], for the triangular and pentagonal
cases,








as, despite the fact that Γ′ 6= Γ0(N), they have the same index in Γ. To see this, we simply notice
that Γ′ and Γ0(N) both share a common subgroup, Γ0(N)∩Γ0(2), and this common subgroup clearly
has index 2 in both. For the heptagonal case, we simply have to double M . We need to check kM12 + 1
coefficients. Starting with identity (6), we have M = 36, and we need to check kM12 +1 = 7 coefficients.













5) = F ∗5,3,20 + F
∗
5,7,20
and find both sides start with
1 + 1 · q + 0 · q2 + 1 · q3 + 0 · q4 + 1 · q5 + 2 · q6 + 0 · q7.












, and so the LHS is equivalent to the RHS up to multiplication by some constant (a root
of unity). But we’ve seen that the coefficients agree, so this constant is 1, and the identity holds. See
appendix for the code used.
For identity (7), we have M = 48, and so we need to check 17 coefficients. We check the coefficients




6) = F ∗3,7,24 + F
∗
9,5,24
and find both sides start with
1+1·q+0·q2+1·q3+0·q4+0·q5+2·q6+1·q7+0·q8+1·q9+1·q10+0·q11+1·q12+0·q13+0·q14+1·q15+1·q16+0·q17.
As before, this is enough to show identity (7) holds.
Our computations show that both the LHS and RHS have the same coefficients for all triangular,
pentagonal, and heptagonal identities. Notice that while we always knew both sides were modular
forms for Γ(N), using that would have made the number of coefficients required for Sturm’s Bound




We used a simple code in MATLAB to check the coefficients. There may very well exist a more elegant
way of doing this, but as we always had N < 1000 this was suitable for our purposes. The code first
calculates the triangular/pentagonal/heptagonal numbers up to the number required, then sums the
appropriate multiples and checks the frequency to find the coefficients of the LHS. For the RHS the
code uses the definition of Fa,c,N to calculate the coefficients using the pairs (ai, ci). Finally, these two
lists are compared, returning a value of 0 if the coefficients are the same. If the coefficients agree up
to the necessary limit, then of course the coefficients agree when raised to the power 2v.
Included below is the code used for the triangular numbers. We merely altered the first section so
it would calculate the correct number of coefficients, and the correct numbers, for the pentagonal and
heptagonal number identities.
8.1 Triangular Numbers Code
%% Script to find number of ways each number can be represented as the sum of a
%% triangular # and a multiple of a triangular #
% Numbers that cannot be represented in any such way are excluded from
% output. Output is each number with the frequency at which it can be
% expressed in the above way.
clear
% IDENTITY VALUES GO HERE
% alpha = ; beta = ; % values of alpha, beta, alpha < beta
% d = ; % power of q multiplied by N
% N = ; % value of N
% M = ; % index of subgroup
% k = ; % weight of form
% a = [ ]; c = [ ]; % values of a, c
noF = length(c); % number of F_{a,c,N}
m = k*M/12 + 1; % number of coefficients needed
n = floor( ( -1 + sqrt( 1 + 8 * m / alpha) ) / 2 ) + 1; % number of
% triangular numbers needed
tri = zeros(n, 1);
sums = zeros(n);
for i = 0 : n
tri(i+1) = i * ( i + 1 ) / 2;
end
atri = alpha .* tri;
btri = beta .* tri;
for i = 1 : n
for j = 1 : n





index = find(out(:, 1) < m + 1);
result = out(1 : max(index), :);
%% Working out coefficients of the RHS
Fpos = zeros(noF, m, m);
Fneg = zeros(noF, m, m);
for i = 1 : noF
for j = 1 : m + 1
for k = 1 : m + 1
Fpos(i, j, k) = ( (a(i) + (k - 1) * N) * (c(i) + (j - 1) * N) - d )/ N;





indexpos = find(outpos(:, 1) < m + 1);
resultpos = outpos(1 : max(indexpos), :);
outneg = [unique(Fneg),histc(Fneg(:),unique(Fneg))];
indexneg = find(outneg(:, 1) < m + 1);
resultneg = outneg(1 : max(indexneg), :);
resultF = zeros(m, 2);
k = max(length(resultpos), length(resultneg));
for i = 1 : k
if isempty(find(resultneg(:, 1) == resultpos(i, 1), 1))
resultF(i, :) = resultpos(i, :);
else
resultF(i, 1) = resultpos(i, 1);
resultF(i, 2) = resultpos(i, 2) - resultneg(find(resultneg(:, 1)
== resultpos(i, 1), 1), 2);
resultneg(find(resultneg(:, 1) == resultpos(i, 1), 1), :) = [];
end
end
resultneg(:, 2) = -resultneg(:, 2);
resultF = [resultF; resultneg];
resultF = resultF(any(resultF, 2), :);
resultF = resultF(any(resultF(:, 2), 2), :);
%% Comparing
any(any(result-resultF)) % Checking if the difference between the two results
% is zero. If zero, it will return zero.
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